The spectrum of meridional latent heat transport in the tropics and subtropics by disturbances to the zonal mean during all seasons is analyzed. The transport is divided into stationary and transient planetary-and subplanetary-scale eddy contributions.
Introduction
The earth's incoming shortwave and outgoing longwave radiation vary relatively smoothly with latitude and consequently the meridional energy transport by the atmosphere is seamless from equator to pole (Peixoto and Oort 1992; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003) . Advection by the Eulerian mean meridional circulation dominates the total energy transport in the tropics. The poleward energy transport by the Hadley circulation is the result of the poleward transport of gravitational potential energy; both the sensible and latent heat transports are equatorward. While the total energy transport is seamless from equator to pole, the energy transport by the Eulerian mean circulation is not: it changes sign from poleward to equatorward at the equatorward edge of the Ferrel cell, which reflects the change of sign of the Eulerian mean circulation. In the region of the Ferrel cell, a poleward energy transport is achieved by atmospheric eddies, which transport both sensible and latent heat poleward. The importance of the eddy sensible heat transport is reflected in our understanding of the general circulation. It is well known that an equator-to-pole overturning circulation can be achieved after the Eulerian mean and eddy sensible heat transports are combined, as in the transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) (Andrews and McIntyre 1978; Andrews et al. 1987 ) and dry isentropic (Held and Schneider 1999) circulations. The spectral characteristics of the eddies contributing to the poleward sensible heat transport are well known. In midlatitudes, during all seasons except winter in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the transport is dominated by eastwardpropagating synoptic-scale waves with zonal wavenumbers k 5 4-7 and phase speeds between 5 and 15 m s 21 (Randel and Held 1991) . During NH winter, the transport in mid-to-high latitudes also involves stationary planetary-scale waves with k 5 1-3 (Randel and Held 1991) . The stationary wave transport is attributed to the well-known northern winter stationary waves (Held et al. 2002) . Overall, the eddy sensible heat transport is very weak in the tropics and subtropics where the temperature gradients are small.
In contrast to the eddy meridional sensible heat transport, the eddy meridional latent heat (or equivalently specific humidity) transport and its role in the general circulation have received comparatively less attention. It is known that the eddy meridional latent heat transport is poleward from the deep tropics to subpolar latitudes (Peixoto and Oort 1992; Pierrehumbert and Yang 1993; Pierrehumbert 1998; Schneider et al. 2006) . In midlatitudes, the eddy meridional latent heat transport is dominated by transient baroclinic waves. The transport is also large in the tropics and subtropics where there exist various dynamical features, namely subtropical anticyclones (Rodwell and Hoskins 2001; Nigam and Chan 2009) and tropical (Kiladis et al. 2009 ) and baroclinic waves. However, the spectral characteristics of the eddies (e.g., the wavenumbers and phase speeds) responsible for the latent heat transport in the tropics, subtropics, and midlatitudes have not been studied in detail. As for the sensible heat transport, the Eulerian mean circulation dominates the total latent heat transport in the deep tropics; however, there is considerable overlap between the Eulerian mean and eddy latent heat transports, particularly in the subtropics. This is reflected in the moist isentropic circulation. Pauluis et al. (2008 Pauluis et al. ( , 2010 found that the mass transport by the moist isentropic circulation was larger than the dry circulation in the subtropics and midlatitudes. However, the fraction of the mass transport by the moist isentropic circulation that is attributable to meridional eddy latent heat transport is unknown. A particular challenge for understanding the role of eddy meridional latent heat transport in the general circulation is that the TEM formulation cannot be directly applied to a scalar that includes both sensible and latent heat transports (e.g., the equivalent potential temperature) because it exhibits a midtropospheric minimum, and thus a vanishing vertical derivative, in a region where the meridional transport is large. Recently, Pauluis et al. (2011) derived a new statistical TEM (STEM) formulation that can be applied to the equivalent potential temperature and therefore to the moist isentropic circulation.
Here we investigate the spectral characteristics of the eddy meridional latent heat transport in order to understand what aspects of the general circulation are responsible for it and how it complements the well-known sensible heat transport. In particular, we address whether the poleward eddy latent heat transport is seamless from equator to pole for a given spectral window and the role the transport plays in the moist isentropic circulation. Section 2 describes the data and analysis methods used in this study. Section 3 discusses the spectrum of meridional latent heat transport and its decomposition into stationary and transient planetary-and subplanetary-scale zonal wavenumber contributions. In section 4, the STEM formulation is used to understand the role of eddy latent heat transport in the moist isentropic circulation. The results are summarized and discussed in section 5.
Data and analysis methods
The data used in this study are the daily threedimensional meridional wind, specific humidity, and temperature from the interim European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) dataset covering the period from 1 January 1979 to 31 December 2010 (Dee et al. 2011) .
1 The data are provided on pressure levels with a horizontal resolution of 1.58. In the analysis that follows, all of the ERA-Interim results were found to be in qualitative agreement with the results from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP-1 and NCEP-2).
Here eddies are defined as deviations from the daily zonal mean. This definition represents a starting point for separating the Eulerian mean circulation from the eddyinduced circulation as is conventional in the TEM formulation (Andrews and McIntyre 1978; Andrews et al. 1987) . The meridional latent heat transport is calculated by multiplying the meridional specific humidity transport by L y /c p , where L y is the latent heat of vaporization and c p is the specific heat at constant pressure, which allows for a direct comparison with the sensible heat transport (both have units of K m s
21
). The eddy latent heat transport is divided into stationary and transient contributions using 1 Similar calculations using 6-hourly data produced eddy meridional latent heat fluxes that were on the order of 20% larger than those calculated with daily data, in agreement with previous calculations (A. Donohoe 2011, personal communication) . However, the enhanced eddy latent heat transport did not lead to large differences in the moist isentropic circulation calculated in section 4 because of correspondingly large increases in the eddy variance [see (1)]. a monthly time average [see Eq. (4.7) in Peixoto and Oort 1992] and then further subdivided into zonal wavenumber k contributions associated with planetary k 5 1-3 and subplanetary k $ 4 scale waves. The analysis focuses on eddy meridional latent heat transport during individual seasons: December-February (DJF), March-May (MAM), June-August (JJA), and September-November (SON). The eddy characteristics of the transient transport are analyzed using the phase speed cospectrum introduced by Hayashi (1971) . The cospectral analysis is performed on 120-day time series for the respective seasons as in Randel and Held (1991) . For each 120-day period and for all latitudes a wavenumber-frequency spectrum is calculated and converted into a phase speed spectrum. The phase speed spectra for all years are then averaged.
Spectrum of eddy meridional latent heat transport
The seasonal evolution of the zonal-mean planetaryand subplanetary-scale stationary eddy meridional latent heat transports are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. In all figures the seasonal evolution from DJF to SON is presented in a clockwise direction beginning with the top left panel. The zero contours of the Eulerian mean streamfunction between 508S and 508N are denoted by gray lines. For comparison, recall that the Eulerian mean circulation transports latent heat equatorward in the region of the Hadley cell and poleward in the region of the Ferrel cell. The stationary eddy latent heat transport is predominantly poleward in both hemispheres during all seasons. The transport is large below 600 hPa and occurs mainly in the vicinity of the Hadley circulation with the exception of DJF in the NH. The planetary-scale transport dominates in the NH and maximizes during JJA. The NH transport during DJF extends from the subtropics to subpolar latitudes and maximizes at 508N. The extension into the subpolar region is associated with the well-known northern winter stationary waves (Held et al. 2002) , which have zonal wavenumbers k 5 1-3 (Randel and Held 1991) . The planetary-scale transport in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) is weaker than the corresponding NH transport. The subplanetary-scale transport dominates in the SH and is particularly large during DJF and SON (SH summer and spring). The largest transport occurs in the vicinity of the Hadley circulation. The dominant zonal length scales of the stationary transport in the subtropics of both hemispheres correspond to the number of subtropical anticyclones in the respective hemispheres [two in NH summer and three to four in SH summer; see Fig. 1 of Rodwell and Hoskins (2001) ], which is related to the continental configuration. Note that the stationary transport by the subtropical anticyclones is present during all seasons but is significantly enhanced during summer in the presence of the monsoons, which is consistent with Nigam and Chan (2009) . The subtropical anticyclones and the monsoons form the summer subtropical circulation, as discussed by Rodwell and Hoskins (2001) . Figure 3 shows the corresponding stationary planetaryscale eddy sensible heat transport during all seasons. The planetary-scale sensible heat transport is strikingly different from the latent heat transport (cf. Figs. 1 and 3) . It is weak in the subtropics and extends much higher in the atmosphere. Furthermore, during JJA the sensible and latent transports have the opposite sign in the vicinity of the NH Hadley circulation; sensible heat is transported toward the equator (cf. the bottom right panels of Figs. 1  and 3 ). The subplanetary-scale sensible heat transport is similar to its latent heat counterpart; it is poleward and confined below 600 hPa (not shown).
The seasonal evolution of the planetary-and subplanetary-scale transient latent heat transports are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The transient planetaryscale transport is very weak during all seasons. It occurs mainly in polar latitudes from 608 to 808. Overall, the transient eddy meridional latent heat transport is dominated by subplanetary-scale waves and is poleward during all seasons. Unlike the stationary transport, which is mostly confined below 600 hPa and to the tropics and subtropics, the transient transport extends up to 400 hPa and from the deep tropics to subpolar latitudes. The transient transport extends across the region of the Hadley and Ferrel cells. It reaches an extremum near the poleward edge of the Hadley cell. The SH transport dominates over the NH transport and the SH extremum is located near 408S at 850 hPa during all seasons. In contrast, the NH extremum moves throughout the seasonal cycle. During winter and spring it is located near 358N, during summer it is located at 508N and the transport is very weak in the subtropics, and finally during autumn the extremum shifts back to 408N. Figure 6 shows the corresponding subplanetary-scale transient eddy sensible heat transport during all seasons. The sensible heat transport extends much higher in the atmosphere than the corresponding latent heat transport. The difference in the vertical extent of the sensible and latent heat transports is the result of the different scale heights of potential temperature versus specific humidity. The transport below 700 hPa is very weak in the deep tropics in the winter and summer hemispheres, respectively. Above 700 hPa the transport is weak in the region of the Hadley cell and the transport is large and poleward in the region of the Ferrel cell. During DJF the transport in the deep tropics at 500 hPa is equatorward, which is opposite to the latent heat transport. Overall, the sensible heat transport extrema are approximately 58 poleward of the latent heat extrema with the exception of summer in the NH. As for the latent heat transport, the subplanetary-scale transient eddy sensible heat transport is poleward during all seasons but is much weaker than the planetary-scale transport (not shown). Fig. 1 , but for stationary subplanetary-scale (k $ 4) eddy meridional latent heat transport.
FIG. 2. As in
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The extension of the transient latent heat transport across the subtropics and into the deep tropics raises questions about the characteristics of the eddies involved, particularly their phase speeds. The zonal-mean zonal wind changes sign from eastward to westward in the subtropics. Furthermore, the subtropics are considered as a transition region between tropical wave dynamics and midlatitude baroclinic eddy dynamics. Both types of waves likely play a role in the subtropics. The wavenumber-frequency characteristics of the transient eddies in the tropics and subtropics can be assessed using the cospectral analysis of Hayashi (1971) . Randel and Held (1991) applied the cospectral analysis to the sensible heat transport in the lower and midtroposphere (700 and 500 hPa, respectively). They showed that the transient sensible heat transport at 700 hPa was maximum in the region of the midlatitude storm tracks 
move with successively faster eastward phase speeds in accordance with Rossby wave dynamics. The latitudinal extent of the sensible heat transport changed seasonally; the winter extrema were 108 equatorward of summer extrema. The eddy sensible heat transport was found to be very weak in the subtropics, which was also seen in Fig. 6 . Figure 7 shows the eddy meridional latent heat transport phase speed cospectra as a function of latitude at 850 hPa (roughly where the transport reaches its extrema in height) from December-March (DJFM) to SeptemberDecember (SOND), respectively. In all figures the seasonal evolution from DJFM to SOND is presented in a clockwise direction beginning with the top left panel. In all panels the thick black line shows the zonal-mean zonal wind. In both hemispheres and during all seasons the transport is spread from the deep tropics to subpolar latitudes as seen in the zonal-mean cross sections (see and in most cases the waves are intrinsically westward; the westward phase speed cannot be accounted for by advection due to the zonal-mean zonal wind alone.
The eddy meridional latent heat transport by eastward-(blue) and westward-(green) propagating and by stationary (red) waves at 850 hPa during all seasons is shown in Fig. 8 . The black line shows the total seasonal eddy transport, which is poleward and seamless from equator to pole during all seasons. The dominant contributions at this level are from transient eastward-propagating and stationary waves. The eastward wave transport peaks at the edge of the subtropics with the exception of JuneSeptember (JJAS) in the NH where it peaks at 508N. The eastward-propagating waves produce a divergence of latent heat from the subtropics and a convergence of latent heat in the mid-and subpolar latitudes. In addition there is stationary transport on the equatorward and poleward flanks of the eastward wave transport during DJFM in the NH. The stationary waves are planetary scale (see Fig. 1 ). During spring and summer in both hemispheres, there is large stationary wave transport in the subtropics with eastward wave transport on its poleward flank. The NH . The thick black line shows the time and zonally averaged zonal wind at 850 hPa.
(SH) stationary wave transport is dominated by waves with zonal wavenumbers k 5 1-2 (k 5 3-4). The stationary waves produce a divergence of latent heat from the tropics and a convergence in the subtropics. When taken together the stationary and eastward-propagating waves produce a divergence of latent heat from the tropics and subtropics and a convergence in mid-to-high latitudes.
The total eddy meridional latent heat transport at 850 hPa can be compared to the transport by the Eulerian mean circulation (dashed line in Fig. 8 ). Note that the Eulerian mean transport has been divided by 2.5 so that it can be displayed for the chosen range of heat transport. The Eulerian mean transport dominates in the deep tropics during all seasons. It involves a divergence from the tropics of the winter hemisphere and a convergence in the tropics of the summer hemisphere. During the equinoxes, the mean transport produces a divergence from the subtropics and a convergence in the tropics. The latitude of zero eddy meridional latent heat transport corresponds to the latitude where the latent heat transport by the Eulerian mean circulation is zero during MAMJ and SOND. However, during DJFM and JJAS there is a 58 to 108 difference between the latitudes of zero mean and eddy transport. Overall, the eddy transport dominates the total transport poleward of approximately 208.
Figures 9 and 10 show the longitude-latitude cross section at 850 hPa of the stationary and transient eddy meridional latent heat transports, respectively. The stationary transport at 850 hPa shows features of the summer subtropical anticyclones, which reside around 308 over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, and the clockwise gyre at the equator over the Indian Ocean. In particular, the large poleward transport on the western boundary of North and South America, Africa, and Australia occurs within the equatorward branch of the anticyclones, suggesting the transport of dry air. The poleward transport on the eastern side of the continents occurs within the poleward branch of the anticyclones, localized in some places as poleward flowing low-level jets (e.g., the Great Plains jet in North America and the Pampas jet in South America) that transport specific humidity poleward into the monsoon region. Over the Indian Ocean, there are two clockwise gyres at 508 and 908E centered at the equator. The transport over East Africa is associated with the northward branch of the clockwise gyre centered at 508E. The meridional eddy sensible heat transport in this region has the opposite sign to the latent heat transport, which was seen in the zonal mean (see Figs. 1 Note that the abovementioned features of the stationary transport occur during all seasons but are strongest during the summer when the monsoons amplify the transport. Overall, the transient transport at 850 hPa is much broader in latitude (Fig. 10) of the storm track peak (e.g., the transient eddy kinetic energy; Chang 1999). Figure 11 shows the eddy meridional latent heat transport phase speed cospectra as a function of latitude in the midtroposphere (500 hPa) from DJFM to SOND, respectively. Overall, the transport at this level is weaker than that in the lower troposphere, which was also seen in the zonal-mean cross sections. The spectral power is clearly shifted into the deep tropics where westward-propagating waves with phase speeds from c 5 22 to 25 m s 21 and zonal wavenumbers from k 5 3-6 dominate. In the subtropics, the transient transport is dominated by eastwardpropagating waves with phase speeds c 5 5-10 m s 21 and wavenumbers similar to those at 850 hPa.
The eddy meridional latent heat transport by eastward-(blue) and westward-(green) propagating and stationary (red) waves at 500 hPa during all seasons is shown in Fig. 12 . The black line shows the total seasonal eddy transport. As in the lower troposphere, the total eddy transport is seamless from equator to pole; however, the dynamical contributions to the transport are different. Westward wave transport dominates in the deep tropics and is associated with a divergence of latent heat from the deep tropics and a convergence at the edge of the tropics. Eastward wave transport dominates in the subtropics and is associated with a divergence of latent heat from the subtropics and a convergence of latent heat in the mid-and subpolar latitudes. The transport by stationary waves is weaker in the midtroposphere than it was near the surface, which corresponds with a significant weakening of the subtropical anticyclones (not shown). The latent heat transport by the Eulerian mean circulation is also very weak (not shown). The eddy transport at 500 hPa dominates the overall transport from equator to pole. Figure 13 shows the longitude-latitude cross section at 500 hPa of the transient eddy meridional latent heat transport. At this level, the transient transport shows a clear connection between the poleward latent heat transport in the deep tropics and that in the subtropics and midlatitudes. In particular, there is a transport maximum in the tropical eastern Pacific that extends across North America, connecting to a second maximum over the southeastern United States, and into the North Atlantic. In the SH, latent heat is being transported from the equatorial Pacific to the North Pacific. The stationary transport at 500 hPa is very weak (see Figs. 1 and 2 ) and therefore the longitude-latitude cross sections are not shown. Randel and Held (1991) noted a nearly one-to-one correspondence between the phase speed extrema of the meridional sensible heat transport at 700 hPa (their Fig.  5 ) and the meridional transport of zonal momentum at 300 hPa (their Fig. 6 ) in midlatitudes. The correspondence of the spectral peaks in the vertical was consistent with a region of wave generation in the lower troposphere and wave dissipation in the upper troposphere seen in idealized baroclinic life cycle experiments [see Fig. 3 of Edmon et al. (1980) and 
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]. It also reflects the fact that both the meridional transport of zonal momentum and sensible heat contribute to the Eliassen-Palm (pseudo-momentum) flux (Andrews et al. 1987 ). The latent heat transport phase speed extrema in the lower troposphere are in general slower than the sensible heat transport extrema (not shown). The difference in phase speed results from the difference in the zonal wavenumbers of the respective transports (e.g., the k 5 5-8 latent heat transport implies slower phase speeds than the k 5 4-7 sensible heat transport). In addition, the sensible heat transport is very weak equatorward of 208 whereas the latent heat transport shows a clear transition from eastward to westward phase speeds. If latent and sensible heat were transported passively by eddies with fixed spectral characteristics, then one would expect a nearly one-to-one correspondence of their phase speed extrema (e.g., Figs. 7 and 11). The results suggest that the zonal-mean meridional gradients and sources/sinks (evaporation, precipitation, radiative cooling) play an important role in shaping the eddy characteristics. For example, the meridional gradient of the zonal-mean potential temperature is large in midlatitudes but the meridional gradient of the zonalmean specific humidity is large in the subtropics. Similarly, the strong nonconservation of specific humidity means that it is less suitable as a passive tracer than is the potential temperature. The phase speeds of the eddy meridional transport of zonal momentum at 500 hPa in the subtropics and tropics are found to be more consistent with the eddy meridional latent heat transport than the sensible heat transport (not shown). This suggests that the eddies in the tropics and subtropics transport zonal momentum and latent heat meridionally but not sensible heat.
The role of eddy meridional latent heat transport in the moist isentropic circulation
The eddy meridional latent heat transport involves a rich spectrum of waves in the tropics and subtropics including stationary and eastward-and westward-propagating waves whose individual contribution to the poleward transport vary as a function of height. A central question is: what role do these latent heat transport contributions play in the general circulation of the atmosphere? The role of eddy meridional sensible heat transport in the general circulation is well known from the TEM residual and dry isentropic circulations. Adding the TEM eddy circulation-which is equal to the eddy meridional sensible heat transport divided by the vertical derivative of the potential temperature-to the Eulerian mean circulation results in the reversal of the Ferrel cells and an equator-to-pole overturning circulation. The circulation acts to transport air with high dry entropy poleward and low dry entropy air equatorward in such a way as to smooth out the dry entropy gradient imposed from solar insolation. The TEM residual and dry isentropic circulations do not, however, include the effects of eddy meridional latent heat transport. Recently, Pauluis et al. (2008 Pauluis et al. ( , 2010 analyzed the moist isentropic circulation and noted that the mass transport in the moist circulation was stronger than the dry circulation, particularly in the subtropics. They discussed the role of eddy meridional latent heat transport but did not explicitly quantify it.
The TEM formulation allows for a direct quantification of the role of eddy sensible heat transport in the general circulation. Unfortunately, the TEM formulation cannot be easily extended to include the eddy meridional latent heat transport because the equivalent potential temperature u e ' u 1 L y q/c p exhibits a midtropospheric minimum (e.g., a vanishing vertical derivative) in a region where the eddy meridional latent heat transport is large. The TEM eddy streamfunction would be infinite in regions where the vertical derivative of u e vanishes. The TEM formulation has been extended by Held and Schneider (1999) and Plumb and Ferrari (2005) to account for along-isentropic transport. In regions of small vertical scalar gradients the eddy meridional transport can be replaced with the eddy vertical transport. However, in the case of the latent heat transport this requires the use of the eddy vertical transport, which depends sensitively on the convection scheme in both reanalyses and climate models, and is likely less accurate than the meridional transport.
Recently, Pauluis et al. (2011) derived a new statistical TEM formulation that can be applied to the equivalent potential temperature. The formulation is based on a Gaussian distribution assumption for the Eulerian mean and eddy meridional mass transports [see appendix A of Pauluis et al. (2011) ]. According to the STEM formulation, the meridional mass transport can be converted into a streamfunction on equivalent potential temperature surfaces as follows:
2 e # dp dũ e ,
C u e ,eddy (u e , f) 5
2 e # dp dũ e , 
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where a is the radius of the earth, f is latitude, g is the gravitational acceleration, p is pressure, the overbar denotes a monthly and zonal mean average, and the prime denotes a deviation from the daily zonal mean. The Eulerian mean transport is weighted by a Gaussian with variance u9 2 e , while the eddy transport is weighted by the derivative of the same Gaussian. Thus, the eddy transport is separated into poleward and equatorward transports on either side of the mean value u e . The Eulerian mean and eddy mass transports are converted into streamfunctions upon integrating across all pressure surfaces. Note that because u e does not increase monotonically in the vertical the streamfunction cannot everywhere be interpreted as a vertical overturning circulation, particularly in the tropics. Pauluis et al. (2011) calculated the STEM dry and moist isentropic streamfunctions using zonal and monthly mean NCEP data and compared them to direct calculations based on four-dimensional data. They showed that the error associated with the Gaussian distribution assumption was less that 5% for the moist isentropic circulation.
The STEM formulation can be used to quantify the contribution of the various eddy meridional latent heat transports identified in the previous section to the moist isentropic circulation. In particular, the eddy transport can be divided into sensible and latent contributions (e.g., y9u9 e ' y9u9 1 L y y9q9/c p ) such that the eddy streamfunction (1b) can be decomposed into sensible and latent heat contributions; for example, C u e ,eddy (u e , f) 5 C u e ,eddy,SenH (u e , f) 1 C u e ,eddy,LatH (u e , f).
(2)
The eddy latent heat streamfunction C u e ,eddy,LatH can be subsequently divided into stationary, transient, and zonal wavenumber contributions by inputting the zonalmean data show in Figs as a vertical overturning circulation. Nevertheless, the relative strengths of the circulations associated with the various eddy latent heat transports can be assessed. During DJF, the Eulerian mean streamfunction includes the familiar Hadley and Ferrel cells in both hemispheres (Fig. 14, top left) . In contrast, during JJA, the Hadley and Ferrel cells are only present in the SH (Fig. 15, top left) . The circulation in the NH is below the contour interval. When the eddy sensible heat streamfunction is added to the Eulerian mean streamfunction (Figs. 14 and 15, top right) it produces an equator-topole overturning circulation in both hemispheres during DJF and in the SH during JJA, which is reminiscent of the equator-to-pole overturning seen for the dry isentropic circulation (see Fig. 6 in Schneider et al. 2006 ). There are clearly separated tropical and midlatitude streamfunction extrema. Note that the streamfunction remains weak in the subtropics. During JJA in the NH the addition of the eddy sensible heat transport does not dramatically change the streamfunction in the tropics and subtropics; it is still below the contour interval. When the eddy transient latent heat streamfunction is subsequently added to the Eulerian mean plus sensible eddy heat streamfunction, the streamfunction increases by a factor of 2-3 in both hemispheres during both seasons (Figs. 14 and 15, bottom left), particularly in the subtropics and midlatitudes. During JJA in the NH the streamfunction increases by a factor of 3 and crosses 408N but remains weak equatorward of 258N. Finally, when the remaining stationary eddy latent heat streamfunction is added to the streamfunction there is a further increase (Figs. 14 and 15 , bottom right). Furthermore, during all seasons there is a shift of the midlatitude streamfunction extrema into the subtropics. The most dramatic impact occurs during JJA in the NH where the streamfunction increases by a factor of 2 in the subtropics and the midlatitude extrema shifts 208 from 508 to 308N. The resulting streamfunction during JJA in the NH extends from the deep tropics to subpolar latitudes.
The role of the various contributions to the moist isentropic circulation during all seasons can be summarized using the isentropic mass transport defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum of the streamfunction at a given latitude; for example, Figure 16 shows the seasonal evolution of the Eulerian mean (blue line), Eulerian mean plus eddy sensible heat (green line), Eulerian mean plus eddy sensible and transient latent heat (red line), and Eulerian mean plus eddy sensible and latent heat (black line) mass transports. The seasonal evolution from DJF to SON is presented in a clockwise direction beginning with the top left panel. During all seasons the Eulerian mean mass transport (blue line) has two to three maxima in latitude associated with the tropical Hadley, midlatitude Ferrel, and polar cells. The mass transport reaches a minimum in the subtropics and in subpolar latitudes. When the eddy sensible heat meridional mass transport is added to During most seasons the subtropical transport is either as large as or exceeds the tropical transport whose dominant contribution remains the meridional mass transport by the Hadley circulation. Finally, when the remaining stationary eddy latent heat meridional mass transport is added there is a further increase in the mass transport (black line), particularly during JJA in the NH, and a further equatorward shift of the subtropical maximum. During JJA in the NH the dominant contribution to the mass transport in the subtropics is from stationary wave transport. The total transport during all seasons appears nearly seamless with the eddy mass transport dominating the transport across the subtropical boundary.
Summary and discussion
The meridional transport of latent heat by eddies (defined as a deviation from the daily zonal mean) in the tropics and subtropics during all seasons was analyzed.
The transport was divided into stationary and transient planetary-(k 5 1-3) and subplanetary-(k $ 4) scale zonal wavenumber contributions. The transient transport was subsequently divided into contributions from eastward-and westward-propagating waves using the phase speed cospectra of Hayashi (1971) . Finally, the role of the various eddy latent heat transport contributions in the moist isentropic circulation was assessed using the STEM formulation of Pauluis et al. (2011) .
The zonal-mean eddy meridional latent heat transport is predominantly poleward in both hemispheres from the deep tropics to subpolar latitudes during all seasons in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Peixoto and Oort 1992; Pierrehumbert and Yang 1993; Pierrehumbert 1998; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003; Schneider et al. 2006) . The stationary wave transport contribution is confined below 600 hPa and is associated with planetaryscale zonal wavenumber contributions (k 5 1-2 in the NH and k 5 3-4 in the SH). The zonal scale of the transport is consistent with the number of subtropical anticyclones and monsoons, which is related directly to the continental configuration in the respective hemisphere. The transport occurs mainly in the vicinity of the Hadley circulation and is largest during summer and spring. In addition, there is large stationary wave transport in midand high latitudes during NH winter. In contrast to the latent heat transport, the planetary-scale sensible heat transport is equatorward in the NH subtropics during JJA and is much weaker overall in the tropics and subtropics.
The transient eddy meridional latent heat transport is large from the tropics to subpolar latitudes and from the surface up to 400 hPa. It extends across both the Hadley and Ferrel cells and connects the subtropics and midlatitudes. During all seasons it is dominated by subplanetary-scale waves with zonal wavenumbers k $ 4. The transport extrema occur around 408 and 850 hPa in the SH throughout the seasonal cycle. In the NH, the extrema are shifted into the subtropics during NH winter and spring and into the subpolar region during summer. The subplanetary-scale sensible heat transport is much weaker than the latent heat transport in the subtropics, particularly in the free troposphere. The transient eddy latent heat transport is dominated by eastward-propagating waves in the subtropics and midlatitudes both in the lower and midtroposphere. The phase speeds range from c 5 5-10 m s 21 with zonal wavenumbers k 5 5-8. The maximum eastward phase speeds were found to be slower than the corresponding phase speeds of the sensible heat transport and resulted from differences in the corresponding zonal wavenumbers. In the tropical midtroposphere, the dominant phase speeds are westward and range from 2 to 7 m s 21 with zonal wavenumbers k 5 4-8. The westward propagation cannot be explained solely by advection by the zonal mean zonal wind. The westward wave transport coincides with regions of large equatorial Rossby wave brightness temperature variance (see Fig. 5 of Kiladis et al. 2009 ); however, easterly waves might also contribute to the westward wave transport. The westward phase speed extrema were also seen in the eddy meridional transport of zonal (e.g., Randel and Held 1991) momentum in the upper troposphere, which suggests that eddies in the tropics and subtropics transport zonal momentum and latent heat meridionally but not sensible heat. Connecting the eddy latent heat transport to the well-known Eliassen-Palm flux is the subject of current research.
The role of the eddy meridional latent heat transports in the moist isentropic circulation was assessed using the STEM formulation of Pauluis et al. (2011) . The STEM formulation transforms the Eulerian mean and eddy meridional sensible and latent heat transports into streamfunctions on equivalent potential temperature surfaces using a Gaussian distribution assumption for the meridional mass transport. The role of the eddy latent heat transport was assessed by cumulatively adding the eddy streamfunction associated with the various eddy transports (sensible, transient, and stationary latent) to the Eulerian mean streamfunction. When the eddy sensible heat streamfunction is added to the Eulerian mean, the midlatitude Ferrel cells are reversed and there is an equator-to-pole streamfunction with two extrema: one in the tropics and the other poleward of 408. The main exception occurs during JJA in the NH where the streamfunction is very weak. When the transient eddy latent heat streamfunction is subsequently added, the streamfunction increases by a factor of 2-3 in the subtropics and the midlatitude extrema are shifted to the edge of the subtropics during all seasons except JJA in the NH. During JJA in the NH the streamfunction maximum remains in midlatitudes and extends just across the subtropical boundary. Finally, when the stationary latent heat streamfunction is added, there is a further increase in the transport and the extrema are shifted farther into the subtropics. The largest impact of the stationary transport occurs during JJA in the NH where the extrema shift from 508 to 308N and the streamfunction extends from the deep tropics to the subpolar region. The eddy latent heat streamfunction dominates the meridional mass transport across the subtropical boundary. The results agree with those of Laliberté et al. (2012) , who showed that the meridional mass transport of specific humidity is the main source of difference between the moist and dry isentropic circulations.
Overall, the results show that the seamless equator-topole eddy meridional latent heat transport noted by previous authors (Peixoto and Oort 1992; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003; Schneider et al. 2006) represents the sum of poleward transport by distinct dynamical features. Recall that the poleward transport is opposite to the equatorward transport in low latitudes by the Eulerian mean circulation (e.g., the Hadley circulation). In the lower troposphere, the seamless poleward transport results from the interaction of stationary subtropical anticyclones and monsoons that form part of the subtropical circulation (Rodwell and Hoskins 2001) and transient eastward-propagating baroclinic waves. In combination the stationary and eastward-propagating waves produce a divergence of latent heat in the tropics and a convergence in the subpolar region. The subtropical anticyclones transport latent heat poleward in their poleward and equatorward branches. The poleward transport of latent heat by baroclinic eddies throughout the subtropics and midlatitudes is associated with the so-called warm conveyor belt (Eckhardt et al. 2004 ). In the midtroposphere, the seamless poleward transport results from the interaction of westward-and eastward-propagating waves. The westward-propagating wave transport occurs in the deep tropics and is associated with large vertical latent heat transport. The eastward-propagating wave transport seen in the lower troposphere in the subtropics and midlatitudes extends into the midtroposphere. The deep vertical structure of the eastward wave transport suggests the transport of latent heat from the subtropical lower troposphere up to the midtroposphere, which is consistent with the results from previous studies (Pierrehumbert and Yang 1994; Pierrehumbert 1998; Schneider et al. 2006) . The poleward latent heat transport is associated with large eddy vertical transport, highlighting the role of convection (either upright or slantwise) within baroclinic waves. In combination the westward-and eastward-propagating waves produce a divergence of latent heat in the tropics and a convergence in the subpolar region in the midtroposphere. The results suggest that flux-gradient type closures for the transient eddy meridional latent heat transport that have been used in a number of recent papers Kang et al. 2006 Kang et al. , 2009 should include a dependence of the diffusivity on the phase speed of the wave. Note that such diffusive closures account for the transient transport but not the stationary transport.
The eddy meridional latent heat transport was shown to play a key role in transporting latent heat poleward across the subtropical boundary. Knippertz and Wernli (2010) presented a Lagrangian climatology of tropical moisture export in the NH that involved four distinct regions of transport: the so-called pineapple express over the eastern Pacific, the western Pacific, the Great Plains of North America, and the western North Atlantic. The present analysis highlights the same regions and shows that the moisture export involves distinct dynamical features (subtropical anticyclones and tropical and baroclinic waves) that combine to produce the poleward transport. Because the latent heat transport projects onto various dynamical features of the general circulation, an accurate representation of the transport represents an important test of a general circulation model. Thus, in addition to systematically evaluating the spectral characteristics of eddy sensible heat transport in a general circulation model, the latent transport should also be evaluated. It is important to note that aquaplanet models do not include stationary eddy latent heat transport (because of the zonal symmetry of their lower boundary condition) and are therefore missing a key component of the tropical moisture export. The situation is analogous to simplified dry dynamical models of the troposphere (Held and Suarez 1994) , which do not include stationary waves in high latitudes. Dry dynamical models that are missing the stationary waves have been shown to have biased internal variability (Gerber and Polvani 2009) .
We have analyzed the climatological eddy latent heat transport throughout the atmosphere. The results suggest that an assessment of the interannual variability of eddy latent heat transport and its response to perturbations (e.g., climate change) should isolate the role of stationary and transient waves since they involve distinct aspects of the general circulation. For example, Boos (2012) showed that both transient and stationary latent heat transports contribute to the precipitation minus evaporation differences between present-day and last glacial maximum climates. Understanding the dynamics of the interaction of the various contributions to the eddy meridional latent heat transport and their interannual variability including their response to past and future climate change is work in progress.
